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Many authors have been concerned with embedding D-like continua in R” where L! is some 
collection of polyhedra or manifolds. A similar concern has been embedding n-like continua in 
R” up to shape. In this paper we prove two main theorems. Theorem: If n 2 2 and X is P-like, 
then X embeds in R2”. This result was conjectured by McCord for the case H’(X) finitely 
generated and proved by McCord for the case that H’(X) = 0 using a theorem of Isbell. The 
second theorem is a shape embedding theorem. Theorem: If X is T”-like, then X embeds in 
R”+’ up to shape. This theorem is proved by showing that an n-dimensional compact connected 
abelian topological group embeds in R”+‘. Any T”-like continuum is shape equivalent to a 
k-dimensional compact connected abelian topological group for some 0 G k s n. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class. (1980): 54C25, 54C56 
compact connected abelian topological group 
1. Introduction 
Many authors have been concerned with embedding II-like continua in Euclidean 
space where II is some collection of polyhedra or manifolds. Usually the attempt 
is to embed into Euclidean space of some minimal dimension. Bing [2] showed that 
arc-like continua embed in R2 and gave criteria for when circle-like continua embed 
in R* [3]. (The criterion is essentially that H’(X) be 2 or 0.) Isbell [9] showed 
that {“-like continua embed in R’“. Fearnley (see McCord [17]) showed that the 
n-fold product of Tk-like continua embeds in Rk(n+‘)-C1. Bennett [l] showed that 
the n-fold product of arc-like continua embeds in R”+‘. The paper by McCord gives 
the easiest criterion for embedding an inverse limit in R”. If X = lim {X,,fi} with - 
each Xi c R” and if each A : Xi+1 + Xi c R” can be approximated arbitrarily closely 
by gi : Xi+1 + R” where gi extends to an embedding of a neighborhood of Xi+, into 
R”, then X embeds in R”. Any n-like continuum is an inverse limit of elements 
from IZ and thus McCord’s criterion applies to embedding n-like continua in R” 
for various collections II of polyhedra or manifolds. 
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A number of authors have also been concerned with embedding continua in R” 
up to shape. Duvall and Husch [4,5], Husch and IvanSiC [7,8], and IvanSiC [lo] 
are principal references. 
We prove two theorems related to this type of investigation. We show that if X 
is a Y-like continuum with n > 2, then X embeds in R*“. We also show that if X 
is a T”-like continuum, then X embeds in Rn+2 up to shape. We actually show that 
an n-dimensional compact connected abelian topological group embeds in Rnt2. 
The shape embedding result then follows from [12] where it is shown that every 
T”-like continuum is shape equivalent to some compact connected abelian topologi- 
cal group of dimension ks n. This result should be compared with the following 
result. If X is an S”-like continuum, then X embeds in Rnt2 up to shape. This 
follows from [14] where S”-like continua are characterized up to shape. 
2. Background 
We assume that the reader is familiar with Pontryagin duality for locally compact 
abelian groups. An excellent reference is [18]. We will only be using relatively 
elementary facts from that theory. We use the following fact quite extensively. If 
f:T”+T”’ is any continuous function, then there is a unique continuous 
homomorphism h: T” -3 T” which is homotopic to f: A more general version of this 
theorem is proved in [19]. Our principal tool in proving our embedding theorems 
is the theorem of M. McCord in [17]. We state a restricted form of the theorem 
here for convenience. 
2.1. Theorem. Suppose that X = lim {Xi, f;-} with each Xi c R”. If each J can be - 
approximated arbitrarily closely by a mapping of Xi+, into R” which extends to an 
embedding of a neighborhood of Xi+, into R”, then X can be embedded in R”. 
The only fact from shape theory that we use is that a torus-like continuum is 
shape equivalent to a compact connected abelian topological group. This is proved 
in [12]. The section in [15] on shape embeddings gives some useful background 
concerning embeddings up to shape. 
The reader should know that if X is n-like where L’ is some collection of 
polyhedra or manifolds, then X is the inverse limit of an inverse system {Xi,J} 
where each Xi E II and the bonding maps are onto. This characterizes U-like 
continua. 
3. Embedding T”-like continua up to shape 
The principal theorem in this section is Theorem 3.2. Before proving Theorem 
3.2 we state and prove Proposition 3.1 which will allow us to satisfy the hypotheses 
of the McCord embedding criterion stated in Theorem 2.1. 
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3.1. Proposition. Letf: X + Y and g: X += R” be maps with theproperty that if whenever 
x, andx, are distinctpoints in Xandf(x,) =f(x,), then g(x,) # g(x2). IfX is compact, 
Y is locally connected Hausdorf, and f is a covering projection, then there is an 
open set OEUCR” such that the map F:XxU+YxR” defined by F(x,u)= 
(f(x), g(x) + u) is an embedding. 
Proof. Let y E Y and f’(y) = {x,, x2, . . . , xk}. Since f is a covering projection, there 
is a connected open set Vc Y such that f ‘( V) = U, u * * - u Uk, where Xi E Ui, Ui 
is a component off’(V), and fl Ui is a homeomorphism of Ui onto V. Since the 
map g separates points that f does not, the set V can be chosen so small that 
g( U,) n g( Uj) = (3 if i #j. Since X is compact, Y is compact and there is a finite 
open cover “Ir of Y by such sets V. Choose a>0 to have the property that 
E < d(g( Ui), g( 0,)) where U, and U, are any two distinct components off’(V) 
for each VE “Ir. Let U be any neighborhood of the origin in R” of diameter <~/2. 
Claim. 7’he map F: X x U+ Y x R” defined by F(x, u) = (f(x), g(x)+ u) is an 
embedding. 
Proof of claim. If F(x,, ul) = F(x,, u,), thenf(x,) =f(xJ and g(xr) + u1 = g(x2) + u2. 
Since f(x,) =f(x2) E Y, there is an open set VE “Y- which contains f(xi) =f(xJ. If 
x1 # x2, then the components U1 and U, off’(V) containing x1 and x2 are disjoint. 
Thus, g( Ui) n g( I!?*) = 4 so that d(g(x,), g(x2)) 2 E. Since g(xi) + u, = g(x2) + u2, 
Axi) - g(x2) = u2 - u1 and d(n2, 4 2 E. Thus, u1 and u2 are not in U, which is a 
contradiction. Thus, x1 = x2. Since we now have g(x,) + u, = g(x2) + u2 and x1 = x2, 
we must have u, = u2. This completes the proof that F is one-to-one. 
3.2. Theorem. Suppose that A is an n-dimensional compact connected abelian topologi- 
cal group. Then A embeds in Rnt2. 
Proof. We apply McCord’s criterion. McCord showed that if X = lim {X,,f;} where - 
Xi c R” and f; : Xi+l + Xi can be approximated arbitrarily closely by an embedding 
gi: Xi+, + R” which extends to an embedding of a neighborhood of Xi+, into R” 
then X embeds in R”. Since A is an n-dimensional compact connected abelian 
topological group, A is an inverse limit of n-dimensional tori T”, A = lim { Tr, hi}, - 
where each hi : Ty+;, + Tn is a continuous homomorphism. We can take all the hi’s 
to be onto and thus the kernel of hi will be a finite subgroup of T:+,. Now the 
group ker h, may not be cyclic, but hi has the property that h, =f, 0 . . .o fm where 
each & : T” + T” is a continuous homomorphism with cyclic kernel. Thus there is 
no loss of generality in assuming that each hi has cyclic kernel Zqt in Ty+,. 
Now each Tr can be embedded in R”+’ in a PL locally unknotted manner such 
that it has arbitrarily small regular neighborhoods homoemorphic to T: x B2. Thus 
we can embed Ty xS’ arbitrarily close to the embedding of Ty in Rn+2 such that 
the projection rr : Tr x S’ + T; is onto the embedding of Tn in R”+‘. 
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Claim. There is a continuous homomorphism f: Ty+, + S’ such that if hi(x) = hi(y) 
with x # y, then f(x) #f(y) in S’. 
Proof of claim. The easiest way to show the existence of this f is by Pontryagin 
duality. Consider the exact sequence 
h, 
0 + ker hi G T:+, - Ty + 0. 
II 
2, 
By duality we get 
h: 
OtZq- ‘?* Z” -2” to. 
Since hi is onto, h? is one-to-one and since e is one-to-one, e* is onto. We let a E 2” 
be such that e*(a) is a generator of 2, and let g be the homomorphism from Z 
into Z” such that g(1) = a, 
h: 
o-z,- @ z” -Z” to. 
Of course, g is one-to-one since Z ” is torsion free. Taking the dual we have the 
diagram 
hi 
O+Z,: T;+,- T;-+O. 
Now e* 0 g is onto and thus (e* 0 g)* = g* 0 e is one-to-one. Suppose that h(x) = h(y) 
with x # y. Then h(x - y) = 0 since h is a homomorphism. But then x -y = e(z) for 
some z E Z, with z # 0. Since g” 0 e is one-to-one, g* 0 e(z) # 0. Thus g*(x -y) # 0. 
But g* is a homomorphism and so g*(x) # g*(y). Thus if we let f= g*, then this 
will be the f required in the claim. 
We continue with the proof of Theorem 3.2. Define p: Ty+:, + Ty X S’ by p(x) = 
(hi(X),f(x)). Then p is a continuous homomorphism with kerp =O. Thus p is an 
embedding. By the Claim and Proposition 3.1 we can take p to be an embedding 
of a neighborhood of Ty+,, into R ,,+* which is arbitrarily close to hi. By McCord’s 
theorem, A embeds into R”+*. This proves Theorem 3.2. 
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3.3. Note. In the proof of Theorem 3.2 we assumed that the homomorphisms 
hi : T:+, + T1 had cyclic kernel. We needed this in order to find the continuous 
homomorphismf: T:+, + S’ such thatflker hi is one-to-one. Suppose that the kernel 
of hi is not cyclic, but some finite group. Then hi would be the finite composition 
of continuous homomorphisms of T” onto T”, hi = gi 0 * * * 0 g,, such that each gj 
has cyclic kernel. Now by inductively approximating each gj by an embedding into 
R nt2, we can approximate hi by an embedding into R”+2 which is arbitrarily close 
to hi. We also observe that this embedding ei can be taken to be PL and to have a 
regular neighborhood N homeomorphic to T” x B2. If M is a regular neighborhood 
of T” in R”+2 and rr is the projection of M onto T”, then n 0 e, = hi in the construction 
and (r/ei(T”))P’( ) x can be made to be within E of x for all x in T” for any E > 0. 
We now state the corollaries concerning embedding up to shape. 
3.4. Corollary. If X is a T”-like continuum, then X embeds in Rn+2 up to shape. 
Proof. By [12, Theorem 1.21, X has the shape of a compact connected abelian 
topological group A. In fact it is easy to see that dim A< n since A will be an 
inverse limit of n-dimensional tori. Now A embeds in Rn+2 and thus X embeds up 
to shape in Rnt2. 
3.5. Corollary. If X is a torus-like continuum and H’(X) has rank n, then X embeds 
in Rn+2 up to shape. 
Proof. By [12, Corollary 1.31, X has the same shape as the compact connected 
abelian topological group A = char H’(X). Since the rank of H’(X) is n, dim A = n 
and A embeds in R”+2. Thus X embeds in R”+2 up to shape. 
3.6. Corollary. If X is a T”-like continuum which is movable, then X embeds in R”+’ 
up to shape. 
Proof. A movable T”-like continuum X has the shape of a torus Tk for some 
0 s k s n. Since Tk embeds in Rk+‘, X embeds up to shape in Rk+’ c R”+‘. 
4. Embedding T”-like continua in R*” 
In [17] McCord conjectured that a T”-like continuum X would embed in R2” 
provided that H’(X) is finitely generated. He proved that X would embed in R2” 
provided H’(X) = 0 since then X is In-like and by Isbell [9] X is embeddable in 
R2”. In this section we show that McCord’s conjecture is true without assuming 
H’(X) finitely-generated provided that n 22. Any T”-like continuum X embeds in 
R’“. We do not know if this theorem is best possible, but the technique of proof 
does not seem easily adaptable to embed X in some Euclidean space of smaller 
dimension. We need some lemmas before we can prove our theorem. 
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4.1. Lemma. Let Tk be a subgroup of T”. Then there is a topological group isomorphism 
h: Tk x TnPk + T” such that h( Tk x(0)) = Tk. 
Proof. Let e: Tk + T” be the one-to-one continuous homomorphism embedding Tk 
into T”. Then the dual map e* : 2” + Zk will be onto. Now Zk is a free group and 
hence projective. Thus 2” = Zk x ker e*. Clearly, ker e* = Znek. Taking the dual 
again we obtain the lemma. 
4.2. Lemma. Let f: T” + T” and suppose thatf* : H’( T”) + H’( T”) has the property 
that f*(H’( T”)) has rank k. Then f = h 0 g where g: T” + Tk x RnPk and h: Tk x 
Rnek+ T” = Tk x Tnmk with h = id xp where id: Tk + Tk is the identity map and 
p:R “-k -+ Tnek is the universal covering map. 
Proof. First note that k G n since H’( T”) = Z” and any subgroup must have smaller 
rank. Let q: T” + T” be the unique continuous homomorphism homotopic to 1: Then 
q( T”) = Tk c T” is a subgroup of T”. By Lemma 4.1, T” = Tk x Tnmk with q( T”) = 
Tk X (0) in this factorization. Consider the mapping h : Tk x RnPk + Tk x T”-k which 
is id Xp with id : Tk + Tk the identity map and p: RnPk + Tnmk the universal covering 
map. Then q = h 0 r where r: Tk x Tnmk -+ Tk x RnPk is defined by r(x, y) = (x, 0). 
That is, q has a lifting to the covering space Tk x RnPk of T”, 
Tk X R”-k 
h 
12 
r 
T” + T”. 
Now the map q is homotopic to J: Thus f has a lifting to Tk x RnPk as well. Call 
this lifting g. Then S= h 0 g is the factorization asserted by the lemma. 
4.3. Lemma. Suppose that X is a T”-like continuum and that the rank of H’(X) is 
k. Then X is the inverse limit of an inverse system {X,,J} where each Xi = Tk x Bnek. 
Proof. Since X is T”-like, there is an inverse system {x, gi} where each x = T”. 
We may assume without loss of generality that the rank of g:(H’( yi)) is k for all 
i. Then Lemma 4.2 gives us the following diagram: 
Tk x RnPk Tk x R”-k 
I!-.‘\ f\ 
T” t--_ T” A T” A. ’ ’ 
RI R2 
Now the image of gi in Tk x R “-k is compact and thus contained in some Tk X Bymk 
for a large enough ball Byek in RnPk. Then let Xi = Tk x BnPk and$ = ii 0 h. Clearly, 
X is the inverse limit of this new system. 
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4.4. Theorem. Suppose n 2 2. Let X be a T”-like continuum. Then X embeds in R2”. 
Proof. We first prove that the map J; : T” + T” c R2” can be approximated by an 
embedding gi. By Lemma 4.3 we may assume that X is the inverse limit of { Tk x 
Bnmk,f;}. Consider each Tk x Bnmk embedded in R2” with Tk X(0) embedded in 
the first k+ 1 factors of R2”. We need to show that each J can be approximated 
arbitrarily closely by embeddings into R2”. We will then show that these embeddings 
extend to embeddings of a neighborhood of T” into R2”. McCord’s theorem then 
finishes the proof. 
Now the map fi : Tk x Bnmk + Tk x BnPk . 1s homotopic to a map hi : Tk X Bnmk + 
Tk x Bnek which is the product of a continuous homomorphism Tk onto Tk and 
the identity map on the BnPk factor. Now this map can be approximated by an 
embedding ei of Tk x B”-k into Tk x BnPk x B2 by the proof of Theorem 3.2 and 
the comments in Note 3.3. The image of e, in Tk x Bnmk x B2 will be a PL copy of 
Tk x B”-k with a regular neighborhood homeomorphic to Tk x BRmk x B2. We call 
this neighborhood N. The projection of this image onto Tk x Bnek will be a covering 
map. Call this projection V~ Let 6 > 0 be an arbitrary positive number. The projection 
vi can be taken to have r;‘(x) within 6 of x for all x in Tk x BnPk by the comments 
in Note 3.3. Since f; and hi are homotopic and hi has a lifting to ei( Tk x BnPk) 
(namely, e,), then f; also has a lifting. Call the lifting j. We now have the following 
diagram: 
J; 
Tk x B”-k 3 Tk x B”-k 
II 
ht 
r, 
I I- 
e, f, 
Tk x B”-k x B2 1 ei( Tk x Bnpk) = 7k x Bnmk. 
Note that 3 is within 6 of A. Now $ and ei are into ei( Tk x Bnpk) in N and N is 
the regular neighborhood homeomorphic to Tk x Bnmk x B2. We can take ei( Tk x 
BnPk) to be Tk x Bnmk X(0) in Tk x Bnmk x B2= N. Now consider this copy of 
Tk x BnPk as embedded in a natural way in Tk x Rnek. Because ei and x are 
homotopic as maps into this space from Tk x BnPk, ei -x is null-homotopic. Thus 
ei -J has a lifting to the universal covering space Rk x RnPk of Tk x Rnmk. Call the 
lifting mi : Tk x B”-k + Rk x RnPk and the covering map p: Rk x R”-k + Tk x Rnmk. 
Let r] > 0 be small enough that vrni is within S of 0 in Rk x RnPk so that qmi is 
into the B,” ball in R” = Rk x RnPk. Now we define our embedding g, : Tk x Bnmk + 
R2”. We take a regular neighborhood of ei( Tk x BnPk) in R2” so that it is homeomor- 
phic to ei( Tk X Bnmk) X B” = ( 7k X BnPk) X B”, where 7k is a homeomorphic copy of 
Tk. We can take this regular neighborhood to be trivial since it is the pull-back of 
a trivial regular neighborhood. Now define 
g,:Tk~B”-k++k~B”-k)~B”cTk~B”~k~Bn 
by g,(x) = (A(X), vmi(x)). NOW g,(x) will be within 26 ofJ(x) and thus for 6 < e/2, 
gi will be within E of J;:. We now show that gi is an embedding. Suppose that x, 
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YE Tk~Bn-k and that g,(X) = g,(y). Then A(x) =J‘i(y) and r)m,(x) = nmi(y). But 
this implies that m,(X) = m,(y) and since m, is a lifting of ei -x, 
P o 4Cx) = (ei -jii)(X) = (ei -J‘,)(Y) =P ’ W(Y). 
But J(X) =3(y) and thus e,(x) = e,(y). But ei was constructed to be an embedding. 
Thus x = y. Thus gi is an embedding of T” into Tk x Bnmk x B” which approximates 
We now show that the embedding gi can be extended to be an embedding of a 
neighborhood of T” into R2”. 
Claim. There is a neighborhood O~U~R”andanembeddingG~:T”xU+T”xR” 
which approximates h such that Gil T” x (0) = gi. 
Proof of Claim. Define 
Gi : T” x R” + (T” x Bn-k) x R” c Tk x B”-k x B” 
by the rule 
Gi(x, y) = (J(x) +y, (e,(x) -J(x) my)), 
where the additions and subtractions are coordinatewise in the space rk x Bnek. 
Since B”-k is not a topological group, the map Gi may not even be defined of all 
of T” X R”. However, by the construction of gi we know that Gi(x, 0) = g,(x) is an 
embedding into ( 7k x Bnmk) x R”. Since T” is compact, there is an open set U c R” 
containing the origin such that x(x) +y E rk x Bndk and e,(x) -J(x) -y E rk x Bnek 
for all XE T” and YE U. If Gi(xl,y,)=Gi(x2, y2), thenx(x,)+y,=J(x,)+y, and 
as in the proof that gi is an embedding. Thus, ei(xi) = ei(x2) which implies that 
x1 = x2. Hence y1 = y2 and Gi is an embedding. This proves the claim, which completes 
the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
4.5. Final Remarks. Paul Duvall has shown that any T2-like continuum embeds up 
to shape in R4. Note that both Corollary 3.4 and Theorem 4.4 generalize this result. 
Note that the proof of Theorem 4.4 shows that if n 3 2 and X is a Tk x Bnpk-like 
continuum, then X embeds in R2”. 
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